


Instructions
I have included two sets of cards. The first set can be used for Peces (Go Fish) and TPR. 
The second set is for Memoria (Memory) to practice matching the Spanish vocabulary 
word to the English translation. I haven’t created traditional flashcards (with Spanish on 
one side and English on the other side) because Quizlet.com already has lots of flashcard 
sets available there.

1. Cards for Peces (Go Fish) and TPR: Print slides 3 and 4 on one side. Make sure to have a 
set of cards for each kid. For slide 3, kids can draw a picture for each vocabulary word 
above the word on the card or cut out pictures of the word from 
magazines/catalogues/pictures found online. For slide 4, the pictures are already done. 
When you play Peces, make sure to use 2 sets of flashcards. You can always play 
Memoria with this set too.

2. Cards for Memoria (Memory): Print slides 5 - 12 double sided so the vocabulary will be 
on one side and the decorated side on the other to keep the paper from being see-
through.. This set is a good way to practice the vocabulary and check understanding. 

3. You could also use the English cards from Memoria (slides 7 and 11) for TPR. You can 
say the word in Spanish, and kids can hold up the English translation or picture for the 
prepositions.

Printing Notes
If possible, print on both sides of the paper. For my printer, I used the “flip paper on long
edges” option under print on both sides. If you’re not able to print on both sides, you can 
either have a local office supply store print for you, manually put in the paper printing one 
slide at a time and flipping the paper to print the other side, or laminate the pieces of 
paper together. 

If possible, laminating the cards will help them last longer. Here is a great video on 
different, cheap ways to laminate at home from Do it on a Dime with Kathryn. 
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Thank you for choosing to use content from Spanish School for Kids!

By using the Spanish School for Kids Website and content, you accept and agree to the Terms of Use. If you do not agree with or do 
not accept any part of these Terms of Use, please do not use the Website or content.

All Products available on the Website were developed solely for your personal use.
You may view, download (for caching purposes only), and print pages for your personal use.
You may share free content on social media channels, as long as a link to the Website is included.

You may not sell, share, distribute, reproduce, prepare a derivative work, display or perform the website or content. 
You may not reproduce or duplicate any of the content for commercial purposes.

COPYRIGHT
Unless otherwise noted, the design, content and all components of the Website are copyrights owned by Spanish School for Kids or
third parties and are protected by United States and international copyright laws and should not be reused or republished without 
express written permission. 

Spanish School for Kids reserves the right to modify, alter, amend or update its Website, policies and these Terms of Use. These
Terms of Use are subject to change without notice.

Please see the full Terms of Use here. 

Even though I proofread things several times, I make mistakes. If you see any errors or have any questions, please contact me at
nicole@spanishschoolforkids.com. I will do my best to reply promptly.
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